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STELLAR JOCKEYS SEPTEMBER NEWSLETTER
Welcome to the Stellar Jockeys September Newsletter. Each month you

will �nd out what we've been up to, where we're at with our projects, and

view a round up of community submissions.

Benjamin, Stellar Jockeys

New track by MAVS: "Kill Norman Osberger"
If you enjoyed our �rst game's soundtrack, you'll be pleased to hear that

Makeup And Vanity Set is back for Brigador Killers. Here's the �rst track

for the new game, "Kill Norman Osberger". 

Keep your ears and eyes peeled for more tracks by MAVS in future

newsletters. Much like with Brigador Vol. I and II, MAVS is also planning a

physical vinyl release.

Wishlist Brigador Killers on Steam

http://localhost:3000/decode_hex/68747470733a2f2f707265766965772e6d61696c65726c6974652e636f6d2f793169336332
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qMvgb6f8Upc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qMvgb6f8Upc
https://store.steampowered.com/app/903930/


MONGOOSE SCHEMATICS T-

SHIRT

$20.00

Visit Store

When Stellar Jockeys Went to PAX West 2019

All four of the Stellar Jockeys crew went to the Seattle to demo Brigador

Killers and show o� our new merch. Our booth was up on level 6, and we

had three demo stations set up. Each day kicked o� at about 08:30, when

we'd set out from our hotel a few minutes walk away, and we'd �nish

around 18:00 when PAX's enforcers cleared out the exhibition halls.

Karl was our principal photographer and merchandise king, Jack would

take curious fans on a tour of the Brigador engine's lighting system, Hugh

entertained younger booth visitors by turning o� cooldowns for absolute

mayhem and Benjamin made sure everyone on the team was properly

fed. Comic artist Simon Roy was also in attendance, and on the Saturday,

we all went to a nearby bar on Capitol Hill for a fan meetup.

Karl took several photos from all four days of PAX West, and you can

check them out in this imgur album.

View PAX West 2019 Album

Get your new t-shirts! PAX West pins incoming

In Seattle we debuted our new Mongoose Schematics t-shirt, designed by

Jack. Pictured above is the special edition "Low Visibility" triblend crew

https://stellar-jockeys.myshopify.com/products/t-shirt-mongoose-schematics
http://localhost:3000/decode_hex/68747470733a2f2f707265766965772e6d61696c65726c6974652e636f6d2f793169336332
https://stellar-jockeys.myshopify.com/products/t-shirt-mongoose-schematics
https://imgur.com/a/4qvDYvE
https://imgur.com/a/4qvDYvE


neck t-shirt. Also coming soon are the PAX West Precursor James pins.

Brigador on sale on Steam
We're currently running a week-long sale of Brigador: Up-Armored

Edition.  You can get up to 40% o� the game on Steam until September

30th.

Updating to macOS Catalina? Please read!
With the upcoming macOS Catalina update, any 32-bit applications on

your Mac will stop working (read this macrumors.com article for more

details and what you can do). As of time of writing, Brigador: Up-Armored

Edition falls under the unsupported 32-bit category, but we hope to

address this issue soon. It's worth pointing out that this won't be limited

to just Brigador, as many other older games will be a�ected, so please be

mindful of updating your macOS.

Community Spotlight
The community has continued its FMOD adventures. Many thanks to

Metamoth741 for this take on the opening mission of Awake On Foreign

Shores.

In addition, community member Noyemi put up a great chiptune tribute

to Brigador's soundtrack on their sound cloud. Click here to give it a

listen. Makeup and Vanity Set did, and he approves.

This is just a quick glance at what our community got up to in September.

You can join in on the modding fun by checking out our #maps-and-

modding channel on our Discord server.

Join our Discord server

Next Month
In October you'll get a look at more of Simon's Brigador Killers art, �nd

out about the next game's main characters and see another batch of

https://store.steampowered.com/app/274500/Brigador_UpArmored_Edition/
https://www.macrumors.com/guide/32-bit-mac-apps/
https://youtu.be/Zw_VWzvGKsk
https://soundcloud.com/mishkahd/its-our-way-out2608
https://twitter.com/vanityset/status/1172178919975464961
https://discord.gg/kRUyyq9
https://discord.gg/kRUyyq9


community creations.
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